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THE
NEWS & VIEWS FROM
We Care, We Deliver, We Grow

Welcome to the first edition of our new staff newsletter – THE KIN. The word ‘kin’ sits within the Jenkins name and we wanted

all our staff to feel connected despite being at different locations across the Group. So, we’d love to hear your stories – they can
be about work, but we’re really interested in you and what you’re up to. We will also feature news from one of our locations
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in each edition so you know what’s happening around the Group. The KIN will be published quarterly so if you’d like to contribute
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to the summer edition, the deadline for news stories is 22nd May and should be sent to mauricewarburton@jenkinsgroup.com
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Every quarter we are going to bring you
a good news story from one of our locations
and in this edition Wallasey is in the
spotlight! Did you know that we work with
the world’s largest paper manufacturer
from our Ocean Park terminal – International
Paper (IP) - and what a fascinating company
it is! Here’s a little bit about IP that we
thought you might like to know!
IP’s head office is in Memphis, Tennessee
and the company employs approximately
55,000 people across 24 countries and
has customers in every corner of the
world. It is a reputable company working
to very high standards with a very strong
corporate social responsibility. It’s really
important to them that their company

International Paper products stored in the
Jenkins’ Ocean Park terminal at Birkenhead.

StoringupSuccess
Ocean Park Terminal in the spotlight...

We’ve been working with IP since 2013
and in three years up to the end of 2016,
we have handled 300,000 tonnes of
mainly copier paper on their behalf. In
fact, the copier paper you use at home
may well have passed through our
Ocean Park terminal.

To handle all of this cargo the Ocean
Park terminal works a day and a night
shift with the bulk of stock arriving at night
by container with most deliveries despatched
during the day shift. The majority of the
collections are made by the customer’s
own hauliers with the copier
International Paper night
shift team, left to right are,
...our values
paper going to many names
Lee Evans, Richie Edwards
and high standards that you will recognise like
and Mike Radcliﬀe
are a good match with Amazon, Office Depot and
will be successful for our customer because Sainsbury’s.
ultimately, we care,
generations to come so they
The day shift is managed
we
deliver, we grow
make sure that all their
by Colin Hand ably assisted
businesses are sustainable
by his brothers Jeffrey and
and they constantly look
Brian with the help of Andy Wood who is
to improve their carbon footprint. They do
the ‘link man’ between our Belfast Office
this by investing in new product innovation
and the warehouse. The night shift is led
to ensure they meet the challenging and
ever-changing demands of their customers by Lee Evans (not the comedian) who is
ably assisted by Richie Edwards and
all over the world.
Mick Radcliffe.
At Jenkins, we are delighted to be working
with IP and feel that our values and high Our dedicated team of night shift lorry
standards are a good match with our drivers, Fred Gaultress, Mehmet Oflu,
customer because ultimately, we care, we Plamen Kulev and Kevin Liversage spend
deliver, we grow.
their nights shunting containers laden

with IP copier paper, back and forth
from the container terminal at Seaforth
in Liverpool Port to our warehouse at
Wallasey. The containers are collected
and then unloaded at the warehouse;
then the empty container is returned to
the Port and swapped over for a full one
until the work is completed. Typically,
three lorry drivers are allocated to this
work each night with a target of unloading
18 container boxes per shift which equates
to just under 500 tonnes arriving each night.

Customer Care team who has been looking
after the IP account for over a year. A big
thank you to everyone who has contributed
to making this contract so successful.

Keeping an eagle eye on the whole
process is Jolene Stoker in our Belfast

Jolene Stoker, Customer Care Support, based in our Belfast oﬃce who
liaises with the team in Wallasey and our contacts at International Paper.

International Paper day shift team, left to right are, Jeﬀ Hand, Colin Hand,
Brian Hand and Andy Wood.
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folk!

something
to shout
about...

Congratulations to Phyl Goodbye to our former

Lavery in our Finance Team at
Belfast who recently got engaged
to her partner Hugh and will be
getting married later in the
summer of 2017.

Best Wishes to Peter Cave

(below), a lorry driver at our
Sheerness site; Peter will be getting
married to his fiancée Jane Lee
on 29th May 2017 – we wish
them well for the day and every
happiness for their future together.

Systems Accountant in the Belfast
Office, Connor Donnelly, who left
to pursue new opportunities and
we wish him well.

Congratulations to

Plamena Panayotova (Customer
Care Support) who recently got
engaged to fiancé, Dennis Murtagh.

Cosmos Bankole

say
hello!
to our new members of
staff appointed since the
beginning of 2017.

Gemma Scott

Przemyslaw Mierzejewski

Gemma Scott - Receptionist
Belfast Office, Noel Diamond -

babybliss!

Financial Accountant, Belfast Office,
Przemyslaw Mierzejewski -

Warehouse Administrator,
Dublin Terminal, Cosmos Bankole
-Warehouse Operative, Dublin
Terminal, Zoltan Burian - Lorry
Driver, based at Hull, Gareth
Sanderson - Lorry Driver, based
at Hull, Jenni Bellamy - Lorry
Driver based at Hull and David
Trevorrow - Lorry Driver based

Gareth Sanderson

at Liverpool.

If you have some news you’d like to share,
please let us know and send details and
picture if you have one, to:

mauricewarburton@jenkinsgroup.com
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Steve Haines, Operations
Supervisor at Sheerness, on
becoming a grandfather for the
second time with the birth of
Penelope, May, Carol Taylor who
was born on 14th March 2017
weighing in at 9lbs 7oz!

PIC S W ITH

+

Frances Miller who has returned
from maternity leave after the
birth of her baby daughter Finn,
best wishes to her on her return
to work and on the new addition
to her family. We all look forward
to meeting the lovely Finn!

Congratulations to

Zoltan Burian

SH

Welcome back to

We wish them well in their new
roles and look forward to getting
to know them better.

SEAT

HOT

queens’gloryfordavid
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IN THE
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GERARD
M
CMANUS
IT SUPPORT MANAGER
On the 23rd February David
Fitzpatrick, a graduate trainee
based in our Belfast office, helped
lead his football team to win
the Irish Inter-university football
tournament, the Farquhar Cup.

David, a recent graduate from
Queens University Belfast and
former player in the Queens’ team,
is now the assistant coach of the
university squad.

...Queens hasn’t
won a trophy in
this tournament
for 12 years

L-R : David Fitzpatrick, assistant
coach, Ruairi Taylor, head coach
and Jack McCrea, goalkeeper coach.

Between the 20th – 23rd February
the team travelled to Maynooth
University, County Kildare in the
Irish Midlands for an annual
inter-university football tournament.

Highlights included the Queens team overcoming the host side, Maynooth University,
in the Semi Final 3 -1 after trailing 1-0 after the break and of course the final
itself when Queens defeated Trinity College Dublin 2-1. Both victories were extra
special as Queens were seen as the underdogs and yet managed to find a way to prevail.

David is delighted that his first venture into football management was such a success and commented,
“to put it in context Queens hasn’t won a trophy in this tournament for 12 years.”
Our congratulations to David, let’s hope this is the first of many successes for David and the team.
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TheBigBelfastBrew...
Lisa Cummings, Account Administrator, organised
a fund-raising coﬀee morning in our Belfast oﬃce
and £300 was raised in aid of the NSPCC.

In this edition, Gerard McManus, IT
Support Manager, is in the Hot Seat
and he’s kindly shared some insights
about himself with us. You should all
know more about Gerard when you’ve
read this Q&A feature!

When did you join Jenkins and what
roles have you carried out so far?
I officially joined Jenkins as an employee
in September 2016 but I have been providing
IT support to Jenkins Shipping through
3rd party companies since 2006 so I feel
like I’ve served my time.
What’s your biggest challenge as IT
Support Manager for the Jenkins Group?
Moving the Belfast office from Milewater
Road to Westbank Road in 2015 was very
challenging and involved a great deal of
planning as well as execution.
What’s your greatest
achievement so far?
Integrating the West Langton IT systems
into our own last Autumn after Jenkins
acquired Stanton Grove’s Liverpool business.
It felt good to get that one finished.
What’s your vision for our
IT department?
To have the best IT solutions for every
area of the business running on a stable
network to reduce to a minimum, the number
of support calls staff have to make.
What do you like to do in your spare time?
I love to do DIY at home, I find it very
calming but most of all I love to watch
Manchester United especially when I get
over to the Theatre of Dreams.
If you could choose 6 people to have
dinner with – dead or alive – who
would they be?
Donald Trump, Teresa May, Saddam
Hussein, Colonel Gadaffi, Germaine Greer
and Angela Merkel. I’d then just sit back
and listen to them going at it.
Tell us something about you that
would surprise people?
Based on my diet the fact that I’m still
alive! But more seriously I’ll become a
grandfather in August.
Who is your hero?
I don’t have one I don’t believe in feeding
the culture of celebrity.
What kind of music do you like?
Classic Rock, particularly Bryan Adams.

SH
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Transport investment for Liverpool and Hull

PULLING
TOGETHER
...
H+S
Tip for the quarter!

Please REPORT NEAR MISSES
– ‘DON’T IGNORE IT, REPORT IT’.

We are all good at reporting accidents
but those ‘close calls’ often go unreported.

If you see a potential dangerous

occurrence, kindly point it out to your
line manager as it may result in a change
being made which could save a life!

a
light
note...

E-CIGARETTES – A REMINDER

Whilst it is not a legal offence to smoke
e-cigarettes in a public place, and to
ensure we maintain an enjoyable and
comfortable working environment
for all, we have been asked to remind
you that we do not support the use
of all smoking devices on company
premises Anyone wishing to smoke
these items must do so in the designated
smoking areas.

The Company recently received delivery of four brand new Volvo FH460 trucks which will be based out of both our Liverpool
and Hull operations. Part of this decision reflects our desire to have a modern efficient fleet, as two of the new trucks are direct
replacements for older units which are at the end of life. The other two trucks were bought to cater for the increased demands
of our growing business. The increase in the fleet also means more jobs and we are always on the ‘look out’ for good LGV drivers.
If you know anyone with a Class 1 licence tell them to keep an eye on the recruitment page of our website as all positions will
be advertised there.
We have also bought three new Terberg trucks (shunter lorries) for our Liverpool operation.

Following the purchase of the Stanton Grove, Liverpool business, we felt that we
wanted to bring more of this operation in-house, which again will result in more
full-time positions.
Bringing more of the operations in-house means that we are in control of our own

destiny by operating to the high standards for which we are renowned. This also fits
with our company ethos – We Care, We Deliver, We Grow!

bringing more of the
operations in-house
means that we are in
control of our own destiny
by operating to the high
standards for which
we are renowned

Across
7
8
9
10
11
12
14
16
18
20
21
22

Set free (8)
Horse's gait (4)
Difficult question (7)
Among (4)
Flowing water (6)
Composer of "The Messiah" (6)
Hedge plant (6)
Have no obligation to (6)
Increases (4)
Nightclub (7)
Midge (4)
Compulsive slimmer (8)

down
1
2
3
4
5
6
13
15
17
19

Duce (8)
Lower (6)
One skilled in algebra, for example (13)
Directory of contact numbers (9,4)
Achieve (6)
Central Chinese desert (4)
Physicist (8)
Calls on (6)
Weirder (6)
Ridge of sand (4)

If you’d like to contribute to the next issue, send us your news, views and pictures to:
mauricewarburton@jenkinsgroup.com

